Tokyo, 29 October 2015: We are delighted to announce that the four fixed gates (multi-use stands capable of accommodating either 4 small or 2 large aircraft) which are currently under construction at the south end of the Main Building of Terminal 2 at Narita Airport will open on 17 December, in time for the busy year-end and New Year period.

This addition will bring the total number of fixed gates at Terminal 2 from 28 to 32. The new gates will function as swing gates so that they can be used for both international and domestic services by opening and closing the doors inside the fixed loading bridge. The departure concourse will provide, in addition to the usual directions with information signs, ceiling panels with designs following the passenger flow line so that passengers will know instinctively which way to go.

Another two fixed gates will be opening in Terminal 1 before the end of this fiscal year. Narita Airport continues to offer more functionality and greater user convenience so that it may remain the airport of our customers’ choice.